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PDO Thread Lifting 
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PDO Thread Lifting is a PDO suture with needle made using and medical needle, this is a safe product 
developed and certified  CE class III excellent in theregeneration if skin tissues and pain treatment by 
a simple procedure not a surgical operation.  

Forhead
30mm
(29G, 31G)

V-Line
50mm, 30mm
(29G, 31G)

Neck
50mm, 30mm
(29G, 31G)

Nose
90mm(29G, 31G)
30mm or 50mm(25G)
30mm(29G)

Dress-Line
150mm, 90mm
(25G, 27G)

T-Line
150mm
(25G)

Hip-up
150mm, 90mm, 50mm
(29G, 31G)
150mm, 90mm
(25G, 27G)

Calf-muscle
150mm(25G)
  90mm(25G, 27G)

Beautiful change! 
Be born again! Your face and body!

Elastin plus line
Safe natural treatment

Thread lifting



Generally, Mono lift called “Prime-Mono”is to embed PDO
into the skin. It is largely effective in facial lifting and wrinkle removal
through self-stimulation of cells.There is no interruption in a daily life
even right after the procedure. In addition,There is no side effect or 
worries about removal operation because it will be fully dissolved in
the body because it will be fully dissolved in the body after 1~2 year.
This is biodegradable, biocompatible, safe and dissolves within the body

“Prime-Twin”is more advanced stage than mono lift(Single 
Fiber) It is designed as twisted pairs of the mono lift thread That acc
elerates stronger stimulation into SMAS layer and ends up forming 
more collagen.Twisted PDO is thicker and stronger than single fiber 
so the effect for lifting skin is more powerful than existing PDO.

“Prime Screw”Product inserted the suture thread into need
le at a constant rate,rolled and knotted it into screw shape, and fixed
it by a sponge depending on the length of needle tube.

“Prime-Cog” 3rd Generation Prime cog is barbed embedding
thread which has cogs and barbs on it. As point of contact to tow
panniculus carnosus is increased, lifting effect is maximized.
Polydioxanone suture and ligature thread on which has cogs and
barbs through its manufacturing process

Long handle

Various type and customizing!

Single Cog

Cog 1R

Cog 2R

Double Cog

3D Cog



Application Cog
To correct large drooping or ptotic (ptosis) appearance
• vectors
- Temple to jowl / Low temple to high temple / Jowl to medial cantus
- Later to medial mala / - Chin to mandible angle
• how to apply
1. Make an inlet on skin with needle 
2. Insert guide wire through expected vector (along SMAS layer) 
3. Remove core wire and insert thread through external guide wire
4. Then remove external guide wire
5. Pull the thread moderately to raise the cog
6. Cut off the stump
• Caution:
   Over correction causes dimpling or irregularity. So apply multiple threads 
   with minimal distorsion to correct naturally    

Application-Mono/Twin/Screw Type 
• Tightening of skin and correcting fine wrinkle
• indications
- Forehead/ - Lower lid/ - Anterior cheek
- Nasolabial fold / - Mandible edge
• how to apply
1. Insert the needle
2. Twist 
3. Remove the needle
• Caution
- Bleeding due to sharp needle
- Compress needling sites sufficiently
- Twist at least 10 rounds to enhance more distorsion of extracellular structure  

Before

After


